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Beth Jamison Since childhood, I?ve lived under a shadow of
fear and anxiety, afraid to trust anyone. All that changed
when I met Shane. He taught me to cope with my fears. He
gave me the courage to let someone in. But the threat?s still
out there, and it?s coming back for me. I know Shane won?t
let him get me this time, but at what cost? I can?t lose Shane.
I just can?t.
From the bestselling author of the Night School series and
The Echo Killing, comes a new political young adult thriller.
Eight months ago, Gray Langtry's mother became prime
minister... now someone wants her dead Gray's life has been
in turmoil ever since her mother was chosen to lead the
country. First, they had to leave their home and move into the
prime minister's official residence at Number 10 Downing
Street. Now, everywhere she goes, she must be
accompanied by bodyguards. Worst of all, the media won't
leave her alone - she's in every tabloid, and her behaviour,
her appearance, the length of her skirts... everything is
judged. The scars from her parents' divorce and her mother's
abrupt remarriage are still raw. She doesn't like her
stepfather. She doesn't like this life. When she's
photographed drunk outside a London nightclub, it makes
headlines. Gray is grounded and given new bodyguards younger, cooler, and harder to fool than the last batch. It's
Julia, the new bodyguard, who tells her that a new terrorist
organisation issued a threat, and the threat is credible. They
say they're going to kill her mother and Gray. When Gray tries
to find out more though, no one will tell her. One of the few
people who understands what's happening is Jake McIntyre the son of her mother's political enemy. But can she trust
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him? Late one night, while sneaking through dark government
halls, she overhears a terrifying conversation. The situation is
much worse than even her mother's security team suspects.
But will anyone believe the prime minister's wild child
daughter? Afraid for herself, her mother, and her country,
Gray is determined to find proof. But she must move fast. The
clock is ticking. Praise for CJ Daugherty's books 'Daugherty's
storytelling brims with gusto. Tremendous fun' --Financial
Times 'The most exciting teen book series to hit our shelves
in ages' --Teen Now 'A clever and involving thriller...never
less than believable' --Books for Keeps 'A really gripping
book...amazing!' --Kiss 'St Trinian's tinged with a murderous
streak' --Closer
Beth Jamison had a rough start in life. She survived a
childhood abduction, but her emotionally traumatic past still
haunts her, and she suffers from anxiety and issues with
intimacy. Beth doesn't know it, but the man who kidnapped
her has just been released early from prison. When Beth's
brother hires McIntyre Security, Inc. to protect Beth and
conduct surveillance on her kidnapper, Beth has no idea she
has secret bodyguards keeping her safe 24/7. With his
money and good looks, CEO Shane McIntyre has never been
short on feminine company, and he's developed a reputation
as a "love 'em and leave 'em" kind of guy. But everything
changes when Shane meets Beth. Their mutual attraction is
instant and intense, and Shane falls hard for Beth. Shane has
his work cut out for him if he's going to gain her trust and get
past her fears before it's too late. This alpha protector is
determined to keep Beth safe, but he's also determined to
make her his. Welcome to the McIntyre Security Bodyguard
Series! Vulnerable is the first in a series of closely interrelated
books that focus on the McIntyre family and their friends. If
you love romance novels featuring strong alpha protectors,
bodyguards, and slightly damaged characters, with a little
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suspense and action thrown in, you'll love this ongoing series!
No cliffhangers.
Skye It was just supposed to be a one-year internship in
London. I wasn't supposed to meet Prince Charming. I wasn't
supposed to fall in love. And I certainly wasn't supposed to
get my heart broken. Will Women fall at my feet. They find meand my bank account-irresistible. It's not until I meet a shy
American wallflower with an uncanny knack for numbers that I
fall, too. I want this girl. I'd lay the world at her feet-if only
she'd let me. When one of my past mistakes returns with a
vengeance, I risk losing the one person who means the world
to me.
Social media has fundamentally changed the contract
between institutions and the public. Today, people expect a
conversation, not a one-way diatribe. That, combined with the
speed of the Internet, changes the game for many companies
in anticipating, managing, and ultimately avoiding an “instant
crisis”—an instant crisis example is when Verizon added a $2
charge for all their customers; one hour later 100,000
signatures appeared on a Twitter petition, and soon Verizon
was in the middle of a huge public relations crisis. Inside this
book, you’ll learn just how to manage this type of situation
and meet the challenges of social media. Each chapter
includes a description of a crisis, the timeliness of a good
response, the effectiveness of this response, and an
assessment of what works and what doesn’t. Some
examples of social media crises include Apple Computer,
Netflix, JetBlue, Bank of America, Fed Ex, and public figures
such as Anthony Weiner, Ashton Kutcher, and Jon Bon Jovi.
Annie is marrying her best friend today, the love of her life.
She's waited years for this day, and she's not going to let
anything get in the way. So what if she's nine months
pregnant with twins and starting to feel contractions? She
only has to make it until the ceremony is done. What could
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possibly go wrong? As a follow-up novella to Annie and
Jake's second chance romance (Redeemed), WITH THIS
RING is a heart-warming look at love, romance, family, and
childbirth.
Fans of the McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series will devour
this new installment following the lives of Beth and Shane.
This book would be best enjoyed as part of the series. Beth
and Shane have it all. They're married and expecting their
first child. They've never been happier. A weekend getaway
puts Beth in the wrong place at the wrong time, and all hell
breaks loose, putting both Beth's life and her baby's life in
mortal danger. When the unexpected happens, can Shane
save his family? Can this alpha protector pull his wife back
from the edge before it's too late? Hostage is book 7 in the
McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series. It's a full-length novel
(70,000 words) that ends in a wonderful HEA. The series in
order: Vulnerable Fearless Shane (a novella) Broken
Shattered Imperfect Ruined Hostage Coming next:
Redeemed Regret Rescued ...plus a lot more.
Redeemed is book 1 in the new McIntyre Security Protectors
series. It can be read standalone. It's a full-length novel with a
guaranteed HEA. Annie Ten years ago, I made the biggest
mistake of my life And I've paid the price every day since
then, both in body and spirit Now I'm desperate, and the only
man who can save me is the one I betrayed so long ago. I
don't deserve his forgiveness. He doesn't owe me a thing. But
like the hero he is, that won't stop him from risking his life to
save me.... even when I don't deserve it. Jake My life ended
the day Annie broke our engagement and married another
man. I've been going through the motions ever since, unable
to forget her. Unable to move on. I gave her my heart, and I
don't do give-backs, so she's stuck with it, whether she wants
it or not. When I find out she's in danger, I'll move Heaven
and Earth to protect her, regardless of what it costs me. She
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doesn't owe me a thing, but damn, I'll go to my knees for her.
For just one look, one touch, one word. Other books by April
Wilson: Vulnerable Fearless Shane (a novella) Broken
Shattered Imperfect Ruined Hostage Redeemed
That stereotype about the mid-life crisis involving smoking-hot
flings with younger women? Yeah, turns out that might be
true after all...Brooke has resigned herself to being single
forever. She's almost 40 and practically married to her career.
When she decides to take some time off to renovate a rundown farmhouse in the middle of nowhere, everyone tells her
she's having a midlife crisis. Maybe she is, but she still thinks
that buying the farmhouse is the best thing she's done in
years. Now if only she could get the roof to stop
leaking...Riley has always been a free spirit with nothing to
her name besides the shirt on her back and a bag of tools.
She's resourceful and knows what she's doing, but it turns out
that it's still hard to make it as a woman in the trades. So
when she hears about a major farmhouse renovation taking
place, she jumps at the opportunity. She never would have
imagined her new employer would be someone like Brooke,
though...Sparks fly between Brooke and Riley as they're
thrown together. The intensity of their attraction is matched
only by the barriers to their relationship.Can two women who
are polar opposites find a way to build a home together?
This volume features a collection of essays by primatologists,
anthropologists, biologists, and psychologists who offer some
answers to the question of what makes us human, i. e. , what
is the nature and width of the gap that separates us from
other primates? The chapters of this volume summarize the
latest research on core aspects of behavioral and cognitive
traits that make humans such unusual animals. All
contributors adopt an explicitly comparative approach, which
is based on the premise that comparative studies of our
closest biological relatives, the nonhuman primates, provide
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the logical foundation for identifying human univ- sals as well
as evidence for evolutionary continuity in our social behavior.
Each of the chapters in this volume provides comparative
analyses of relevant data from primates and humans, or pairs
of chapters examine the same topic from a human or
primatological perspective, respectively. Together, they cover
six broad topics that are relevant to identifying potential
human behavioral universals. Family and social organization.
Predation pressure is thought to be the main force favoring
group-living in primates, but there is great diversity in the size
and structure of social groups across the primate order.
Research on the behavioral ecology of primates and other
animals has revealed that the distribution of males and
females in space and time can be explained by sex-speci?c
adaptations that are sensitive to factors that limit their ?tness:
access to resources for females and access to potential
mates for males.
Rick Savage, but they call him Savage and for a reason. He
can make you laugh and then rip your heart out. No one
knows that more than me, Candace Marks, the woman he left
bleeding from the heart. I loved him. Lord help me, I’ve never
stopped loving him. Now, I’m engaged to another man, a
brutal man I’m trapped into marrying, when to my shock,
Savage returns home. Savage who I haven't heard from in
years. I want to hate him. I have ever reason to hate him, but
I can’t. I still love him and I fear he will save me just to leave
me bleeding one last time. He stirs my desires, a dark,
delicious, and dangerous man destined to hurt me and leave
me. This time I’m not sure I'll survive.
BOOK TWO IN THE FIVE SYNDICATES SERIES Niccolaio
Andretti Asshole. Douchebag. Jerk. Those are all valid
descriptions of me, especially since fleeing from Andretti
territory. Angry with the turn my life has taken, I prefer the
silence and loneliness of my house. Not only is it the safest
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place for me after my brother placed a hit on me, it is also my
sanctuary-my place to get away from the bullshit that is
people. Until she comes along-angry, demanding and so
damn hot. I hate her immediately. Minka Reynolds Bitch.
Tramp. Slut. I've heard it all before. It doesn't bother me. I
have more important things to deal with-like graduating from
Wilton; taking care of my little sister; and yes, finding the next
guy to pay for it all. If I have to sleep around for it? So be it. If
I have to lose the dwindling tethers of my sanity every day?
So be it. Nothing fazes me. Until he comes along-angry,
demanding and so damn hot. I hate him immediately. Minka
Reynolds has never been liked, but she doesn't care.
Struggling to earn custody of her little sister, she is on mission
to gain the only things that will get her there-money, a home,
and a stable career. Unfortunately, she has none of those
three, but she's close. It's just within reach... until she meets
Niccolaio Andretti, the former heir to the Andretti mafia family,
and everything she thinks is right becomes wrong.
Fans of the McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series will love this
new installment. Many of your favorite characters return to
celebrate the birth of a new family member. Shane and Beth
are expecting their second child, and their family and friends
are here to celebrate the big event with them. Enjoy first-hand
point-of-view chapters from lots of characters in this fun and
surprising family reunion book.
Vulnerable
This romance book is part of an ongoing series, and it does
have a happy-ever-after ending. This novel contains explicit
sexual content and is for mature audiences. If you love
steamy, heart-melting romance novels featuring alpha
protectors and bodyguards, with a little suspense thrown in,
you'll love Vulnerable! About This Book Beth Jamison had a
rough start in life. She survived a childhood abduction, but
her emotionally traumatic past still haunts her, and she
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suffers from anxiety and issues with intimacy. Beth doesn't
know it, but the man who kidnapped her has just been
released early from prison. When Beth's brother hires
McIntyre Security, Inc. to protect Beth and conduct
surveillance on her kidnapper, Beth has no idea she has
secret bodyguards keeping her safe 24/7. With his money
and good looks, CEO Shane McIntyre has never been short
on feminine company, and he's developed a reputation as a
"love 'em and leave 'em" kind of guy. But everything changes
when Shane meets Beth. Their mutual attraction is instant
and intense, and Shane falls hard for Beth. Shane has his
work cut out for him if he's going to gain her trust and get past
her fears before it's too late. This alpha protector is
determined to keep Beth safe, but he's also determined to
make her his.
FBI documents and original interviews reveal the FBI's
political campaigns from 1956 into the 1980s.
Sam... Coming out of the closet was easy. Falling in love with
a man twice my age was not. Cooper grew up old-school,
hiding his true self. He may be the love of my life, but I can't
be his dirty little secret any longer. He needs to man up and
claim me if he wants to keep me. Just when I think we're
finally making progress, his past comes back to bite him with
a vengeance. His old demons might just want to kill him,
literally. But not if I have anything to say about it. I'll gladly
bleed for him. Finally! Sam and Cooper's long-awaited story
is here... a second chance gay romance, with a guaranteed
HEA. Ruined is book 6 in the McIntyre Security Bodyguard
Series, but it can easily be read standalone.
On the same day I lose my job, my house, and all hope for
the future, I also lose my journal. And the worst part...the
most awful, can't bring myself to say it out loud part is... HE
found it. HE read it. And...HE commented. At the end of his
message is an email address and a plea: Contact me.
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Please. I know better than to trust strangers with candy, but,
after a tequila-fueled night, I create a new email address and
do just that. ...and the man I discover is overflowing with
kindness and humor and depth. Meanwhile, I meet Lucas
Hutton--a Marine with scars covering his body, heart, and
soul. The chemistry between us is a force of nature. His
intensity leaves me reeling. I can't have them both. I have to
choose between them before things go too far. I just don't
know how I can. Beyond Words is a standalone contemporary
romance. Get ready for an unconventional love triangle with
no cheating and a guaranteed happily ever after!

Book 11 in the McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series
is a 95,000-word full-length novel that tells the longawaited story of Erin O'Connor and Mack Donovan.
Fans of this series will love this new installment
enjoy this suspenseful and romantic story Erin's life
is shattered in a single night after a horrific act of
sexual violence. She doesn't remember any of it, but
she has the bruises and lacerations all over her body
as painful reminders of something she just wants to
put behind her. The problem is, she can't move on.
Everything she'd ever hoped for was torn away from
her that night. The man she's been crushing on has
vowed to restore her sense of safety and security.
He'll stop at nothing to catch the assailant who hurt
her. The tragic irony is, now he wants her in his life.
But it's too late now. Mack Donovan has always kept
a careful distance from Erin. She's sweet, beautiful,
and innocent - way too young and too good for him.
After a career in the military and a stint as a
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mercenary, he's done things he's not proud of. He
thinks his hands are too dirty to touch her. When he
rejects her invitation to attend a New Year's Eve
party, the unthinkable happens. A sexual predator
drugs Erin and steals not just her innocence, but her
sense of self. Mack will stop at nothing to find him
and end him. In the meanwhile, he's not giving up on
Erin. He will show her that not all men are monsters.
Novels by April Wilson: Vulnerable Fearless Shane
Broken Shattered Imperfect Ruined Hostage
Redeemed Marry Me Snowbound Regret ... and lots
more coming!
Welcome to Panic, a sultry Miami nightclub where
bodies and hearts move to a beat that doesn’t stop
at sunrise—the setting for “a magnificent story full of
deep emotion” (Sawyer Bennett). Katherine: I
thought I could enjoy a night out like a normal
person. I thought I could handle the flashing lights,
the pulsing music, the crowded dance floor. I
couldn’t have been more wrong. After having an
anxiety attack and passing out during my sister’s
engagement party at Panic, I wake up in the arms of
the hottest guy I’ve ever seen. Nick Moreno’s no
gentleman. But he might just be the man I need to
help me take control of my life. Nick: When I hear
there’s some random girl passed out in the back
room of my family’s South Beach nightclub, I’m
pissed. My dad’s already behind bars and we can’t
afford any more bad press. But after giving her a
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lift—literally—back to her apartment, I stop seeing
Katherine Wilson as some random girl. She’s
gorgeous, vulnerable, and braver than she knows.
And when we kiss, all I want to do is pull her close
and promise that she’ll always be safe in my arms.
No cheating. No cliffhangers. And no dress code.
Don’t miss Sidney Halston’s Panic series: PULL
ME CLOSE | MAKE ME STAY | KISS ME BACK |
WHAT ABOUT US And look for all of her hard-hitting
MMA romances: AGAINST THE CAGE | FULL
CONTACT | BELOW THE BELT | LAID OUT |
FIGHTING DIRTY | STACKED UP Praise for Pull Me
Close “Pull Me Close is a heart-gripping story about
one of the most beautiful things in the world: the
power of love.”—New York Times bestselling author
Aurora Rose Reynolds “Pull Me Close is a
magnificent story full of deep emotion that will get
you straight in the feels. Sidney Halston nailed it with
this one.”—New York Times bestselling author
Sawyer Bennett “An intriguing tale of anxiety and
depression so authentic that readers will feel as if
they are in the story with the characters. The plot is
fresh and tackles a fascinating topic. The
relationship between the main characters is very
intense and consuming. . . . A great read!”—RT Book
Reviews “I loved it! . . . You’ll be hooked, and falling
in love, giggling, panicking, fanning yourself, and
stressing out big time. . . . So good!”—Maryse’s
Book Blog Includes an excerpt from another
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Loveswept title.
In November 1991 the American flag was lowered
for the last time at Clark Air Base in the Philippines.
This act brought to an end American military
presence in the Philippines that extended back over
90 years. It also represented the final act in a drama
that began with the initial rumblings in April of that
year of the Mount Pinatubo volcano, located about 9
miles to the east of Clark. The following pages tell
the remarkable story of the men and women of the
Clark community and their ordeal in planning for and
carrying out their evacuation from Clark in the face of
impending volcanic activity. It documents the actions
of those who remained on the base during a series
of eruptions, and the packing out of the base during
subsequent months. This is the story of the "Ash
Warriors," those Air Force men and women who
carried out their mission in the face of an incredible
series of natural disasters, including volcanic
eruption, flood, typhoons, and earthquakes, all of
which plagued Clark and the surrounding areas
during June and July 1991. The author of "The Ash
Warriors" knew the situation first hand. Colonel Dick
Anderegg was the vice commander of the 3rd
Tactical Fighter Wing when the volcano erupted, and
he was at Clark throughout the evacuation and
standing down of the base. He brought his own
personal experience to bear in writing this story. He
also conducted extensive research in the archives of
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the Pacific Air Forces and Thirteenth Air Force,
utilized scores of interviews of those who witnessed
and participated in the events, and visited Clark in
1998 to see in person how the installation had
changed in the 8 years since the Americans left. This
story is one of courage, resourcefulness, and
dedication to duty on the part of Air Force men and
women called upon to respond to one of the great
natural disasters of the 20th Century. As the
following pages reveal, the Ash Warriors were up to
the challenge in every respect.
'Beautifully put-together with wonderfully crafted, fullon flavour recipes for everyone. A proper family feast
of a cookbook!' Tom Kerridge ‘This is a gorgeous
book.’ Nigella Lawson ‘Lennie and Jessie are as
madly entertaining to read as they are to be around.
They are also brilliant storytellers so every recipe is
as personal as it could be: a classic Jewish chopped
liver served on Friday night dinners, aromatic Beef
Stifado eaten on Greek holidays or an orange and
pistachio cake created by son and brother. I adore
this family.’ Yotam Ottolenghi ‘This book
encapsulates humour, kindness, bucket loads of love
and, most importantly, good food. I’m so happy to
have the Ware family in my life and in my kitchen.’
Sam Smith 'damned good food' The Telegraph
‘Mum. Guess what?’ ‘What Jessie?’ ‘We’ve
written a cookbook’. ‘I know darling! Do you think
anyone will want to buy it?’ ‘Well, it’s the recipes
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we’ve made our guests – the really good ones. Like
the Sausage and Bean Casserole we made Ed
Sheeran, the Drunken Crouton and Kale Salad we
made Yotam Ottolenghi and the two Blackberry and
Custard Tarts we served Nigella.' 'You ate a whole
one before she arrived, darling.' 'It’s a bloody good
recipe mum.' Cooking through Table Manners is like
having Jessie and Lennie at the table with you:
brash, funny and full of opinions. In true Ware style,
their cookbook is divided into Effortless, A Bit More
Effort, Summertime, Desserts and Baking (thanks to
Jessie’s brother Alex), Chrismukkah (Christmas,
Hanukkah and celebrations) and, of course, Jewishish Food. These delicious, easy dishes are designed
for real people with busy and sometimes chaotic
lives with the ultimate goal of everyone eating
together so unfiltered chat can flourish.
In this second installment in the Tyler Jamison and
Ian Alexander romantic suspense series, Tyler and
Ian face their greatest challenge yet. Homicide
detective Tyler Jamison is facing the unthinkable -- a
prison sentence for beating the man who assaulted
Ian. But that's only the beginning of their troubles,
because when Ian's younger sister goes missing,
Tyler risks everything to save the sister of the man
he loves.
Lia McIntyre is assigned as the new bodyguard for
rock star Jonah Locke, lead singer of one of the
most popular rock bands in the United States.
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Jonah's just a job to Lia. She'll put her life on the line
as his bodyguard, but she won't let it get personal -not even when he turns out to be just the man she
needs.
While the battle for air supremacy is being waged in
the skies, the coalition forces pull off a stunning, and
ultimately decisive, deception. Later dubbed the
“Hail Mary Pass,†? it consists of the abrupt
relocation of the coalition ground forces hundreds of
miles to the West. Meanwhile, as inflatable decoys,
deceptive radio transmissions, and psyops leaflets
all lead them to believe, the Iraqis are expecting an
amphibious assault from the Persian Gulf, hundreds
of miles from where it is actually occurring. The
world’s fourth largest army is preparing to engage a
horde of phantoms. The coalition forces are able to
march deep into Iraq with little opposition. Within one
hundred days, Kuwait City is liberated and a decisive
victory by the coalition forces is won. Deception on
the battlefield is surely as old as warfare itself. The
examples stretch from the very beginnings of
recorded military history—Pharaoh Ramses II's
campaign against the Hittites in 1294 B.C.—to
modern times, when technology has placed a
stunning array of devices into the arsenals of military
commanders. Military historians often underestimate
the importance of deception in warfare. This book is
the first to fully describe its value. Jon Latimer shows
how simple some tricks have been, but also how
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technology has increased the range and subtlety of
what is possible—bogus radio traffic, virtual images,
even false smells. He draws examples from land,
sea, and air to show how great commanders have
always had, as Winston Churchill put it, that
indispensable “element of legerdemain, an original
and sinister touch, which leaves the enemy puzzled
as well as beaten.†?
When Sophie McIntyre's blind date goes horribly
wrong, she finds herself running for her life. Dominic
Zaretti is a man who gets things done-one who
doesn't mind getting his hands dirty in the process.
His job is to disappear with Sophie and keep her
alive until the threat is neutralized. But when Dominic
falls for the curvy, statuesque beauty, he finds
himself making the ultimate sacrifice to keep her
safe.
After illness left me permanently scarred, my
husband found solace in another woman's arms.So,
I left him to start over.But it seems I'm the only one
ready to move on.Not even a restraining order can
protect me from my ex.But the sexy former Navy
SEAL next door can.Despite my new neighbor's war
injuries, he's lethal.And I come to find out I'm not the
only one hiding scars.A standalone romance with a
guaranteed HEA. It's book 5 in the McIntyre Security
Bodyguard series.
Shane McIntyre will do anything to protect the love of
his life. Even kill a monster. When convicted
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kidnapper Howard Kline comes after Beth Jamison
to exact revenge for his two decades spent in prison,
Shane will be waiting for him, ready to put an end to
Beth's nightmare once and for all. This novella,
written from Shane's point of view, is book 2.5 in the
McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series. Fans of April
Wilson's McIntyre Security Bodyguard Series will
welcome this novella from Shane McIntyre's point of
view. Shane includes a retelling of the ending of
Fearless (book 2) from Shane's point of view, as well
as brand new material that continues the story line
beyond Fearless and into Broken (book 3). This
novella will tide readers over until Book 4 is released
- Shattered - which features Shane McIntyre and
Beth Jamison in a full-length novel that takes this
popular couple to the next stage of their relationship.
(This novella is NOT a standalone book. To be
enjoyed, it requires familiarity with the McIntyre
Security Bodyguard series.) The McIntyre Security
Bodyguard Series: Vulnerable, book 1 Fearless,
book 2 Shane, a novella, book 2.5 Broken, book 3
Shattered, book 4 (spring 2017) Imperfect, book 5
(fall 2017)
Analyzes the massive turmoil afflicting the nation of
Sierra Leone, 1995-2002, and the efforts of outside
forces to bring stability to that small country. The
taxonomy of intervention ranged from private
mercenary armies, through the Economic
Community of West African States, to the U.N. and
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the U.K. In every case, those who intervened
encountered a common set of difficulties that had to
be overcome. Unsurprisingly, they also discovered
challenges unique to their own org. and political
circumstances. Serving soldiers can often profit
vicariously from the mistakes of others as recounted
in detailed case studies of historical events. ¿A
cautionary tale that political leaders and military
planners contemplating intervention in Africa ignore
at their peril.¿
"Beth Jamison had a rough start in life. As a result of
a traumatic childhood abduction, she suffers from
anxiety and issues with intimacy. Beth doesn't know
it, but the man who kidnapped her has just been
released early from prison. When Beth's brother
hires McIntyre Security, Inc. to protect her, Beth has
no idea she has covert bodyguards shadowing her
24/7. CEO Shane McIntyre has never been short on
female company, and he's developed a reputation as
a player. But that all changes when Shane meets
Beth. Their mutual attraction is instant and intense,
and Shane falls hard for Beth. This alpha protector
has his work cut out for him if he's going to gain
Beth's trust and make her his before it's too late."
--Back cover.
Beth and Shane's story continues in this new
installment of the McIntyre Security Bodyguard
series. After the death of Beth's childhood abductor,
Howard Kline, Beth and Shane are free to begin their
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life together.? Beth's future is looking bright. She's
loving her new job at the bookstore and she has an
engagement ring on her finger. Everything is perfect
until Shane's former girlfriend, Luciana Morelli,
enters the picture determined to ruin Shane's chance
at happiness. Luciana will stop at nothing to destroy
Shane's future, including threatening the life of the
one person he can't live without. Fans of Lia and
Jonah (from Broken, book 3), Cooper, Sam, and
Jamie will enjoy seeing their favorite characters
playing significant roles in this installment as well.
This novel will be enjoyed more if you've read at
least books 1, 2, and 3 in the McIntyre Security
Bodyguard series.
She’s free from the confines of her father’s control.
He’s the man hired to keep her out of trouble. For
Braden Clark, getting paid to watch over a city girl on
vacation seems too good to be true. She's hot as hell
and determined to test her newfound boundaries,
something he finds both sexy and arousing. Juliette
Collins is eager to play and discover everything else
she’s missed in her sheltered life—including the hot,
muscular guy that seems to be everywhere she
looks. But what happens when she discovers his
secret? That he’s been paid to watch over her all
along?
This unique edition of the second book in Veronica
Roth's Divergent series features cover artwork from
the major motion picture of Insurgent starring
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Shailene Woodley, Theo James, Ansel Elgort, and
Octavia Spencer. One choice can destroy you.
Veronica Roth's second #1 New York Times
bestseller continues the dystopian thrill ride that
began in Divergent. Fans of the Divergent
films—young and old—will find just as much adrenalineinducing action and as many thought-provoking
themes in these pages as on the screen. This
paperback edition includes special bonus content by
Veronica Roth. As war surges in the factions of
dystopian Chicago, Tris attempts to save those she
loves—and herself—while grappling with haunting
questions of grief and forgiveness, identity and
loyalty, politics and love. And don't miss The Fates
Divide, Veronica Roth's powerful sequel to the
bestselling Carve the Mark!
Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration
(DDR) and Security Sector Reform (SSR) have
emerged in recent years as promising though
generally poorly understood mechanisms for
consolidating stability and reasserting state
sovereignty after conflict. Despite the considerable
experience acquired by the international community,
the critical interrelationship between DDR and SSR
and the ability to use these mechanisms with
consistent success remain less than optimally
developed. The chapters in this book reflect a
diversity of field experience and research in DDR
and SSR, which suggest that these are complex and
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interrelated systems, with underlying political
attributes. Successful application of DDR and SSR
requires the setting aside of preconceived
assumptions or formulas, and should be viewed
flexibly to restore to the state the monopoly of force.
Now a Netflix film starring and directed by Chiwetel
Ejiofor, this is a gripping memoir of survival and
perseverance about the heroic young inventor who
brought electricity to his Malawian village. When a
terrible drought struck William Kamkwamba's tiny
village in Malawi, his family lost all of the season's
crops, leaving them with nothing to eat and nothing
to sell. William began to explore science books in his
village library, looking for a solution. There, he came
up with the idea that would change his family's life
forever: he could build a windmill. Made out of scrap
metal and old bicycle parts, William's windmill
brought electricity to his home and helped his family
pump the water they needed to farm the land. Retold
for a younger audience, this exciting memoir shows
how, even in a desperate situation, one boy's brilliant
idea can light up the world. Complete with
photographs, illustrations, and an epilogue that will
bring readers up to date on William's story, this is the
perfect edition to read and share with the whole
family.
A new second chance single dad stand alone
romance set in the world of the Wrights from USA
Today bestselling author K.A. Linde… At seventeen, I
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left Isaac Donoghue behind to become a
professional ballerina. When I return home to dance
in the Nutcracker, I never expect to run into him. Let
alone on my first day in town. I can’t help but admire
him in a crisp suit with his toned soccer body,
chiseled jawline, and all too familiar piercing green
eyes. I thought nothing could surprise me more. Until
his five year old daughter runs out of the ballet
studio. I’m only in town for a month. I shouldn’t get
involved with anyone, especially the ex I’ve been
pining after for years. Especially now that he’s a
single dad with a daughter to consider. But where
Isaac is concerned, I’ve never been able to stay
away. With the help of some Christmas magic,
maybe we finally have a shot at our second chance.
Keywords related to this book: free ebook, free book,
free contemporary romance, free Christmas book,
free holiday romance, books for Christmas, books
like hallmark, free romantic comedy, free shopping
romance, free billionaire romance, billionaire, series,
romantic comedy series, comedy, comedy series,
bbw romance, funny romance, laugh romance,
modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, USA
today, new york times bestseller, free new york times
bestseller, USA today bestseller, CEO romance,
office romance, city romance, smart romance,
mystery shopping, mystery shopping romance,
something funny to read, lighthearted romance, light
romance, hot romance, proposal, proposal romance,
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engagement, engagement romance, free ebook,
freebie, free book, free reads, free romance novel,
free romance book, free billionaire book, romantic
comedy books free, romance books free, billionaire
romance for adults, billionaire romance books free,
contemporary romance free, funny romance, funny
romance free, funny books free, comedy books free,
rom com, hilarious, romance series, romance series,
romance books, beach reads, new adult, college,
funny, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance,
alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, racy, billionaire
romance free, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming,
family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional
journey, contemporary, contemporary romance,
romance series, long series, long romance series,
wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating
romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks,
loyalty, swoon, free comedy, free read, nutcracker,
ballet, single dad romance, single dad, small town
romance, texas romance Perfect for readers of Sally
Thorne, Susan Elizabeth Phillips, Kendall Ryan,
Kristan Higgins, Kendall Ryan, Corinne Michaels, K.
Bromberg, Laurelin Paige, Helena Hunting, and
Sophie Kinsella.
The first Situationist text to be published in the UK in
1974, ‘Leaving the 20th Century’ was Chris Gray
and the English situationists’ attempt to capture and
distil the vibrant anti-art, anti-capitalist energy of the
original International Situationist texts (1957-74).
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With its loose translations and irreverent
commentary, Gray and co. attempted to capture the
“terrorism, wit and general megalomania” of the
original publications, whilst faithfully reprinting the
“photographs of girls, soldiers, bombings, comicstrip frames, maps of cities and diagrams of
labyrinths, cathedrals and gardens.” From the
art/anti-art beginnings, to the role of the Situationists
in the worker-student insurrection of May 68’,
‘Leaving the 20th Century’ remains the definitive
English pro-situ text.
In this book, economist and evolutionary game
theorist Daniel Freidman demonstrates that our
moral codes and our market systems, while often in
conflict, are really devices evolved to achieve similar
ends, and that society functions best when morals
and markets are in balance with each other.
One wrong turn. That's all it took to change my life
forever. Robert Watts is tall and burly, a former
college wrestler in a suit with an illustrious career
and the most confident handshake that makes you
feel like a kaleidoscope of butterflies is fluttering
around in your stomach. At least that's what every
other woman in the office tells me, because I can't
stand his stupidly handsome face. I wanted to forget
my past and so I poured myself into my job for years,
I was the best and then they gave him my promotion!
And it doesn't help that I ran out on him that night at
the kizomba bar, before I knew that this mysterious
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stranger with an infuriatingly devilish smile was my
new boss. But it doesn't matter. I am a professional
and I know that relationships aren't for me. No matter
how much actual passion and tenderness he shows
me, I won't let Robert Watts get under my skin. But
somehow I have a feeling that he is going to try...
Dancing with My New Boss is a full-length
standalone romance. HEA guaranteed. No
cliffhangers.
On the surface, Kit Caldwell has it all. A senior in
college with her future ahead of her, lots of friends,
lots of parties...not to mention also having the eye of
Tommy, the star quarterback of the football team.
But underneath, Kit's life is a charade, built on a
foundation of secrets and lies, including one so dark
it threatens to tear her world apart: her twin sister,
Cat, was kidnapped when they were both seven,
never to be heard from again. That is, until one dark
Halloween night. But is it really Cat? Or is it
someone else, someone playing a sinister and
deadly game? To save herself from imminent
danger, Kit, with the help of Tommy and her friends,
is forced to go back in time and confront her own
personal demons, as she finally discovers what
really happened to Cat, all those years ago.
The author examines the factors which influence
terrorists' target selection. In particular he looks at
the influence of the ideologies, strategies and tactics
of terrorist groups, and describes how these are
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restricted by the terrorists' resources, by protective
and anti-terrorist measures, by the society within
which the terrorists operate, and by the nature of the
terrorists and their supporters. He concludes that
terrorists' target selection is often both explicable
and logical.
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